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9012
ARMCHAIR

The “Fiorino” armchair fully enters the history of 

furniture. Its distinctive features, such as the very 

fine floral carvings and curves that are repeated 

continuously in every element, characterize its 

recognizability. The brick red lacquered finish is re-

proposed with a coordinated fabric in a contemporary 

key that gives a breath of freshness and redesigns the 

image.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure with carved and hand-

finished details. Seat and back upholstered in fabric 

and padded with polyurethane material with a suitable 

density to ensure maximum comfort. Springing on 

elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery. 

DIMENSIONS:

cm 64*64*h.110

Art. 9012 “Fiorino” armchair



9015
ARMCHAIR

Art. 9015 Armchair with 

carved details

Armchair with carved details in the Baroque style that 

determinates an extremely elegant form.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high 

quality polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort.

Springing on elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or 

leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 90*83*h.101



9334
CHAIR

The “Fiorino” chair fully enters the history of furniture. 

Its distinctive features, such as the very fine floral 

carvings and curves that are repeated continuously in 

every element, characterize its recognizability. In this 

case, the matt black lacquered finish is re-proposed 

with a coordinated fabric in a contemporary key that 

gives a breath of freshness and redesigns the image.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure with carved and hand-

finished details. Seat and back upholstered in fabric 

and padded with polyurethane material with a suitable 

density to ensure maximum comfort. Springing on 

elastic bands.  Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 53*53*h.107

Art. 9334 Chair



9020-9021
BERGERE AND POUF

Classic Bergere with the relative pouf in perfect Luis 

XV style with soft and sinuous lines that allow a perfect 

combination of comfort and attention to every aesthetic 

detail. In the photo you can find traditional plain green 

fabric with a  delicate aged pickle finish.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high 

quality polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. 

Springing on elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or 

leather upholstery. 

DIMENSIONS:

Bergere cm 75*88*h.105 

Pouf  cm 75*59*h.50

Art. 9020 Classic Bergere

Art. 9021 Pouf



9011
ARMCHAIR

Art. 9011 Armchair

This armchair with enveloping lines that recall an Art Deco 

style, has a ratio of upholstered parts and elegant wood 

trim among which the contrast between the rear saber legs 

and the front turned and embellished with a chrome tip. For 

this solution a classic contrast was chosen between a light 

fabric and the black of the lacquered parts.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high quality 

polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. Springing on 

elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery.

Brass elements, finished in chrome. Possibility of fabric 

or leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 63*73*h.110



9023
CHAIR

Art. 9023 Chair

The Louis XVI style chair is a timeless classic. It comes 

with an elegant leather upholstery perfectly coordinated 

with the tone-on-tone matt lacquer. The slim and slender 

lines, characteristic of this style, are accompanied by 

soft roundness that enhance the shape embellished with 

carvings on solid wood.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure with carved and hand-

finished details. The padding is in high quality 

polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. Springing on 

elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm. 53*55* h.104



9024
ARMCHAIR

The armchair in the Louis XV style is a classic that will 

never fade. The sleek lines and slender features of this 

style are combined with soft curves that enhance the 

shape embellished with carvings on the solid wood. It 

is proposed with an elegant fabric upholstery perfectly 

coordinated with the matt, tone-on-tone lacquering.

MATERIALS:

Structure in solid beech wood with carved details. 

The padding is in high quality polyurethane to ensure 

maximum comfort. Springing on elastic bands. 

Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 60*69*h.108

Art. 9024 Armchair



4982
ARMCHAIR

Armchair with style “Art Deco’” decorated with carved 

details that give a strong character to this piece. The 

silver lacquered finish goes perfectly with the sober 

toned fabric.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high 

quality polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. 

Springing on elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or 

leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 75*79*h.111

Art. 4982 Armchair



Art. 4980 Sofa 

Art. 4982 Armchair

Art. 4983 Coffee table

Art. 4984 Side table



4980
SOFA

Art. 4980 Sofa

3 seater sofa in  style “Art Deco” decorated with carved 

details that give a strong character match to this piece. 

The silver lacquered finish is perfectly with the sober 

toned fabric.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high 

quality polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. 

Springing on elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or 

leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 205*83*h.112



4983
COFFEE TABLE

Art. 4983 Coffee table

Rectangular coffee table with carved details that match 

the lines of the top and the squared lines of the legs 

whose curve embellishes the final result.

This solution has a white lacquered finish with silver 

coordinated with the color of the marble top.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure.

Calacatta Gold marble top.

DIMENSIONS:

cm  141*81*h.49



4984
SIDE TABLE

Square side table with precious finely carved details 

which match the lines of the top with the squared lines 

of the legs whose curve embellishes the final result.

This solution presents with black marble top that 

contrasts with the white lacquered wooden structure 

with silver.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure.

Marble top Black and Gold.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 64*64*h.56

Art. 4984 Side table



9010
ARMCHAIR

Art. 9010 Armchair

Louis XVI style armchair is a classic that will never 

fade. The slender lines characteristic of this style are 

combined with soft curves that enhance the shape 

embellished with carvings on solid wood. It is proposed 

with an elegant fabric upholstery perfectly coordinated 

with glossy ivory lacquer with gold bronzed details.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high 

quality polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. 

Springing on elastic bands. Possibility of fabric or 

leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 59*57*h.100



9013
ARMCHAIR

This armchair is a reinterpretation of the Louis XV 

style, it is characterized by soft and light lines that 

give elegance. The choice of the classic gold leaf finish 

with a delicate pickled patina helps to enhance every 

detail together with the proposed fabric that integrates 

perfectly, creating an image of sure impact.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure. The padding is in high 

quality polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. 

Springing on elastic bands.

Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 59*65*h.102

Art. 9013 Armchair



9022
ARMCHAIR

An armchair perfect to be proposed also as a head of 

the table. The lightness of the lines is the predominant 

effect which highlighted by the choice of the ribbed 

backrest. The pickled wood finish combined with the 

bright color of the fabric give elegance.

MATERIALS:

Solid beech wood structure with finely turned and 

hand-carved front legs. The padding is in high quality 

polyurethane to ensure maximum comfort. Springing 

on elastic bands. Back realized in Vienna straw.

Possibility of fabric or leather upholstery.

DIMENSIONS:

cm 60*53*h.103

Art. 9022 Armchair
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